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Abstract 

The SIL-PNG language survey team conducted a sociolinguistic survey of Biage [bdf] from October 11th 
to October 17th and on October 30th 2006. The goals of the survey were to establish language and 
dialect boundaries, to assess language vitality, and to investigate the potential for a language 
development program. 

It was found that Biage is a separate language from Mountain Koiali [kpx], of which it was 
previously considered a dialect. The language appeared to be vital and a good candidate for language 
development. 
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1 General information 

1.1 Language name and classification 

Biage is spoken in Oro province, to the west of Kokoda, and is noted in Dutton (1969) as being the name 
of a tribe speaking Mountain Koiali that is often applied to “any non-Orokaiva, non-Chirima River 
[Fuyug] inhabitant of the Kokoda sub-district.” It is not currently listed in Ethnologue (Gordon 2005), but 
falls in the area covered by Mountain Koiali. 

Figure 1. Mountain Koiali linguistic relationships (Ethnologue). 

Most Mountain Koiali speakers live in Central Province, along the Kokoda trail. Mountain Koiali is 
classified by Ethnologue as: Trans-New Guinea, Main Section, Eastern, Central and Southeastern, 
Koiarian, Koiaric. There are three Koiaric languages: Grass Koiari, Koitabu and Mountain Koiali. 

Figure 2. Mountain Koiali linguistic relationships (Pawley). 

According to Pawley (2005:94), Mountain Koiali is classified as Trans-New Guinea, Southeast 
Papuan, Koiari, Koiaric. 

During the survey Biage was always given as an acceptable name for the language. However, 
possible alternate names were given in the following Biage villages: in Ebea an alternative name of 
Humi; in Isurava the alternative name of Isurava; in Pelai an alternative name of Nona which also covers 
Mountain Koiali in Central Province. In this report the language will be referred to as Biage. After 
investigating linguistic and sociolinguistic factors, this report will consider Biage as being a separate 
language from Mountain Koiali. 

1.2 Language location 

1.2.1 Description of the area 

The Biage people live in the foothills and steep mountains of the Owen Stanley Range in the Kokoda sub-
district of Oro province. Many of the villages are situated on or near the famous Kokoda trail. They range 
in elevation from around 400 metres to over 1400 metres. The villages at lower elevation are situated 
among oil palm plantations and old rubber plantations, but as you leave the valley these are quickly 
replaced by rainforest. At the higher elevations it can become quite cold at night. 

Trans-New Guinea 
 Southeast Papuan 
   Koiari 
   Koiaric 
    Grass Koiari 
    Koitabu 
    Mountain Koiali 

Trans-New Guinea 
Main Section 
Eastern 
 Central and South-eastern 
  Koiarian 
   Koiaric 
    Grass Koiari [kbk] 
    Koitabu [kqi] 
    Mountain Koiali [kpx] 
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1.2.2 Maps 

Map 1. Biage language area in Papua New Guinea1 

  

                                                   
1 Maps 1–5 were produced and are owned by the SIL PNG survey team. These maps attempt to represent linguistic 
realities and do not reflect land claims, nor should they be used to make such claims. 
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Map 2. Neighbouring languages 

 

According to Ethnologue (Gordon 2005), the languages neighbouring Biage are classified as shown in 
figure 3 (language names are in bold). In 2007, Orokaiva [ork] was split into three languages: Orokaiva 
[okv], Hunjara-Kaina Ke [hkk]2 and Aeka [aez] (Gray et al. 2007a and 2007b). 
  

                                                   
2 The names Hunjara-Kaina Ke, Hunjara and Kaina Ke all appear in this report. When simply Hunjara or Kaina Ke 
are referenced, the authors are discussing the specific dialects of Hunjara-Kaina Ke. When the whole name is 
referenced, the language as a whole is being discussed. 
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Figure 3. Classification of neighbouring languages. 
 

Map 3. Area surrounding Biage 

 
  

Trans-New Guinea 
 Main 
  Eastern 
   Binanderean 
    Binanderean Proper 
     Ewage-Notu [nou] 

     Orokaiva [ork] (including dialects Hunjara and Aeka) 
   Central and South Eastern 
    Goilalan 
     Fuyug [fuy] 
    Koiarian 
     Baraic 
      Ömie [aom] 

      Namiae [nvm] 
      Barai [bbb] 
      Ese [mcq] 

    Yareban 
     Bariji [bjc] 
     Nawaru [nwr] 
     Yareba [yrb] 
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Map 4. Kokoda district 
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Map 5. Biage villages3 

                                                   
3 The location of Kaile is uncertain. 
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1.3 Population 

The National Census 2000 (National Statistical Office 2002) gives us the following information on the 
population of villages in the Biage area. 

Table 1. Village populations 

Ward Village Households Population 
01. Asimba ward Kanga 26 161 
02. Kovelo ward Kovelo 19 140 

Koiasi 8 47 
Ebea 16 106 
Savaea 15 113 
Kovelo 2 8 46 
Yoda 8 34 
Koma 4 19 
Muduiu 6 52 
Soa 3 14 
Foka 6 46 

08. Abuari ward Abuari 11 53 
Hagutava 9 35 
Kyile 8 32 
Pelaia 22 114 

09. Alola ward Alola 11 55 
Isurava 9 45 

TOTAL 17 villages  189 1098 
a Also spelt Felai 

 

Thus, according to the 2000 census, there were 1098 people living in the Biage area at the time of 
the 2000 census. Population growth in Oro province 1980–2000 was at a rate of 2.7% per year; if this 
was true of Biage between 2000 and 2006, the total population in 2006 would be nearly 1300. 

1.4 Accessibility and transport 

There is an airstrip at Kokoda Station, from which regular commercial flights go to Port Moresby. Car 
roads link Ebea and Kovelo to Kokoda and Popondetta. Public motor vehicles (PMVs) go to Ebea4 three 
times a week and there is a PMV based at Kovelo which goes to Popondetta. Isurava and Alola may be 
reached by the Kokoda trail. There is a trail from Ebea to Kanga. There are trails linking Pelai with 
Isurava and with Kanandara in the Hunjara-Kaina Ke area. 
  

                                                   
4 PMVs cannot reach the village of Ebea itself, but stop at the river near the village. 
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1.5 Other background information 

1.5.1 Previous research 

Dutton (1969) defines Biage as the name of a tribe who populate Kovelo and Savaea, with some at 
Kanga. He also notes that “this term, has broadened in reference, until today it may be used to denote 
any non-Orokaiva, non-Chirima River inhabitant of the Kokoda sub-district.” Dutton’s research covers six 
dialects of Mountain Koiali, as shown in map 6. 

Map 6. Dutton’s map of Koiali villages 
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The Biage and Isurava groups spoke what Dutton defined as the Northern dialect of Mountain 
Koiali. The other Mountain Koiali speakers living in Oro province were at Awomo and Kovio, which he 
defined as the Eastern and Lesser-Eastern dialects respectively. He also defined Southern, Central and 
Western dialects of the language, which are located in Central province. He estimated the total number 
of Mountain Koiali speakers to be 3734, much higher than Ethnologue’s current population estimate of 
1700 (based on Dutton 1975). The New Testament was translated in Efogi which is located in the Central 
dialect and has the largest number of speakers. According to Dutton, it is also the most prestigious and 
dominant dialect. Garland (1979) echoes this view, noting that people “will often switch to Efogi talk in 
order to make us feel comfortable.” Dutton notes the following cognate percentages between the dialects 
of Mountain Koiali:5 

 Efogi – Kaili   (central – northern):  79–82% 
 Efogi – Awoma (central – eastern):  85–88% 
 Efogi – Kovio (central – lesser eastern): 78–82% 
 Kaili – Kanga (northern – northern):  89% 
 Kaili – Awoma  (northern – eastern):  73–75% 
 Awoma – Kovio (eastern – lesser eastern): 82–85% 

Garland (1979) has a much narrower description of Mountain Koiali than Dutton; he does not 
mention the villages in Dutton’s Western dialect at all, neither does he mention most of Dutton’s 
Southern dialect villages (only Naoro). Dutton’s Central dialect he splits into three dialects (Efogi, Kagi 
and Manumu). In Oro Province he mentions only Awoma and Kovio as one dialect and Isurava as 
another; he does not mention Kovelo, Savaea or Kanga villages. He notes that the differences between 
Mountain Koiali dialects are found in lexical and phonological variations with some variation in verbal 
endings. 

Garland notes that “the Isulava [sic] and Efogi dialects are most dissimilar in vocabulary and 
intonation being 79% cognate.” He concludes that literature in Efogi dialect will be used easily by the 
three most central and Awoma dialects, and that Naoro (Garland’s southern dialect) and Isurava 
(Garland’s northern dialect) would be able to use it but it may not appeal to them as much because of 
the vocabulary differences. 

In his letter to SIL in 1996, Cameron Venables listed 11 Biage-speaking villages: Kanga, Sawaia 
[sic], Ebe [sic], Kovelo, Isurava, Alola, Pelai, Kagi, Efogi and Manumu. The last three of these villages 
are in Central Province. According to Garland (2001 personal communication), Biage may include three 
villages in Central Province, one being Kagi, but Efogi is not a part of Biage. In our research, Biage 
people never included any Central Province villages in their definition of Biage. When they came up in 
conversation they were called Koiari, not Biage. Some people said the name Koiari also included Biage, 
but they said that the villages in Central Province were a different dialect. 

2 Methodology 

2.1 Village sampling 

The survey team began the survey by visiting Efogi,6 the Mountain Koiali village where the New 
Testament was translated. This was to collect a wordlist to compare with Biage and a recorded text test 
(RTT)7 to test Biage speakers’ comprehension of Mountain Koiali. A scripture extensibility test was also 
pilot tested, but was not used in Biage as the test was found to be too hard (see section 2.2.5). 

                                                   
5 These villages are depicted on maps 3 and 4 in section 1.2.2 and on map 6 in this section with the exception of 
Kaili, which is only depicted on map 6. 
6 The team travelled to and from Efogi by plane. 
7 RTTs are described in section 2.2.4. 
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Before the survey the team planned to visit five Biage villages. The team tried to visit villages 
spread across the geographical area of the language, as there are most likely to be differences between 
villages that are further apart. The team tried to visit villages where there are different church 
denominations and where there are elementary, community or primary schools. They were able to spend 
at least one night in five Biage villages. It was decided to test the RTT in Kanga, the Biage village 
furthest from Mountain Koiali, and therefore likely to have the lowest levels of contact with Mountain 
Koiali. 

Table 2. Work schedule 

Date Village Language Time spent Work done8 
11 Oct Efogi Mountain Koiali 2 nights WL, RTT development & pilot test, 

Scripture extensibility pilot test9 
13 Oct Kanga Biage  2 nights WL, LU, Cu, CP, Ch, Edu, RTT develop & 

test, observe Church service 
15 Oct Ebea Biage  1 night WL, LU, CP, cEdu,  
16 Oct Savaea Biage  walk-through Basic LU 
16 Oct Kovelo Biage  1 night WL, LU, CP, Ch 
17 Oct Isurava Biage  1 night WL, LU, Cu, CP, Ch, cEdu 
30 Oct  Pelai Biage 1 night WL, LU, CP, Ch, Edu 

2.2 Tools 

Language and dialect boundaries were determined based on how people identified themselves, 
lexicostatistical data, RTT results and reported comprehension. This information was gained from group 
language use interviews, wordlists and an RTT. 

To investigate whether a language development project could be viable in the Biage language, 
information was collected on whether Biage speakers are already served by existing literature, and about 
the vitality of Biage. The survey team investigated whether comprehension (both as reported in group 
language use interviews and as evidenced by RTT data) and attitudes as reported in group interviews 
would allow people to use the existing Mountain Koiali literature. Language vitality was evaluated using 
group language use interviews and observation of language use. 

2.2.1 Observation 

Observation is a natural, unobtrusive way to find out what languages are being used in particular 
domains. It is helpful to have observations to either confirm or call into question reported language use 
data. What language(s) people use in particular domains may also give insight into language attitudes. 

2.2.2 Sociolinguistic interviews 

The survey team interviewed groups of people in each village about language use, culture, bilingualism 
and social contact patterns (including intermarriage, trade, immigration and emigration). The group 
interviews were guided by questionnaires developed by the Sociolinguistic Section of SIL-PNG. An effort 
was made to ensure that groups interviewed were representative of all people in the village; the survey 
                                                   
8 WL is wordlist, LU is language use questionnaire, CP is contact patterns questionnaire, Ch is church questionnaire, 
Cu is culture questionnaire, Edu is education questionnaire, cEdu is community education questionnaire. 
9 A scripture extensibility test was developed but was felt to be too hard when pilot tested, and was not used further. 
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team tried to have members of both sexes and several age brackets participating in the interviews.10 
Religious leaders and educators were interviewed individually in order to gain an overview of religious 
and educational institutions in the area. In villages with no school, a small group was interviewed about 
education levels in their village. 

2.2.3 Wordlists 

The standard SIL-PNG wordlist of 190 items (170 words and 20 phrases, 1999 Revision) was used for the 
duration of the survey. The 170 words were elicited in Kanga, Ebea, Kovelo, Isurava and Pelai in the 
Biage language and Efogi in Mountain Koiali. In addition to the 170 words, the 20 phrases were elicited 
in Kanga, Kovelo, Isurava and Efogi. 

In each village where a wordlist was elicited, the community designated a few people to help with 
the wordlist. In every village except Isurava there were always at least two people (if not more) present 
for the wordlist elicitation. It was the desire of the survey team that at least a man, woman and one older 
person be present for every wordlist, but this was not attainable in every village. In Kanga there was 
only a man and a younger woman present, in Pelai there were only men at or below 30 years of age and 
in Isurava there was only one middle-aged man who was the ward councillor. The primary respondents 
were between 25 and 44 years of age and came from the village where the wordlist was being elicited. In 
Ebea and Isurava, Retsema forgot to ask whether or not the respondent was from that village. In most 
cases, both of the primary respondent’s parents were from the language with the exception of Pelai, 
where intermarriage with Kaina Ke is high and the primary respondent’s father was from Kaina Ke. The 
primary respondents from Ebea and Isurava were not asked where their parents were from; five of the 
primary respondents were men and one was a woman. All of the wordlists were elicited by Retsema. The 
elicitation sessions were recorded on minidisc, which included a recording of the informed consent of the 
primary respondent. 

The wordlists were compared with each other to decide lexical similarity. Elicited forms were 
compared by inspection. When recognisable, only the roots were compared. Ultimately, Retsema used his 
own judgment in grouping forms as similar, though he usually conformed to the standard described in 
Survey on a Shoestring (Blair 1990: 31–33). Instances where there was departure from this method are 
described below. 

For four of the items some forms were grouped as similar even though they did not meet Blair’s 
standard. In item 21 Isurava and Pelai were grouped with the others even though they had an extra 
syllable that the others did not have. In item 35 Kovelo was grouped with the other Biage villages even 
though it was missing an [a]. In item 54 Efogi was grouped with the Biage villages even though it had an 
extra [lo]. According to the Mountain Koiali dictionary by Garland and Garland (1983) the word for “go” 
does not contain that extra syllable. In item 163 Kovelo had an extra [u]. In another village it was 
explained that adding this vowel switches the meaning of the word from ‘you’ to ‘just you.’11 

Of the 170 items elicited, twenty-one were not used in the lexical comparison. Eighteen were 
disqualified because they were duplicates of morphemes already compared in other items and three were 
disqualified due to confusion over what the gloss meant or elicitation of synonyms. 

In eleven other items the form of one or more wordlists was excluded without the whole item being 
excluded. For one item Kanga, Ebea and Kovelo were excluded because the word for ‘boil’ was given 
instead of ‘hot’ (item 85), and for three items only the Efogi form was excluded because it seemed that 

                                                   
10 This was normally achieved. However, in Kovelo this was not possible and the respondents were one middle-aged 
man and one young woman. In Isurava, although there was a small mixed group present, the main respondent was a 
middle-aged man who was the ward councillor. 
11 In Ebea it was explained that [a] means ‘you’ and [au] means ‘just you.’ 
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the wrong gloss was given (see items 37, 66 and 120).12 One Kanga item was excluded because it also 
seemed to be the wrong word (item 60).13 In three items the Efogi word was excluded because the 
morpheme was the same as another morpheme that was already compared with another item (see items 
2, 24 and 70). In two additional items the form for Efogi and in one item the form from Pelai was 
excluded because it was a borrowed word from Hiri Motu (items 43, 134 and 136).14 

Of the 170 words on the SIL-PNG standard wordlist, five of the glosses were changed. Gloss 15, 
‘foot’, was replaced with ‘sole’, as there was no word for ‘foot’ in Biage. Gloss 45 ‘rat’ was changed to 
‘mouse’ as that was probably the form that was given and gloss 69 was changed from ‘he swims’ to ‘he 
washes’ for the same reason. Gloss 16 ‘big brother’ was changed to ‘younger same sex sibling’; gloss 17 
was changed from ‘big sister’ to ‘younger opposite sex sibling’ because the terms for big brother and big 
sister do not exist in Biage, only ‘older sibling.’ 

In Mountain Koiali – English Dictionary (Garland and Garland 1983) [meʐia], the word given for 
‘meat’ (item 114), is translated as ‘bush game’ and [taɣote], the word given for ‘red’ (item 149), is 
translated as ‘blood one.’ These forms were compared with the other forms elicited from other wordlists 
because Retsema believed that he consistently elicited the same form on all of the wordlists. 

The forms elicited for the 149 items used in the comparison are listed in the appendices. 

2.2.4 Recorded Text Tests 

Besides asking people how well they understand Mountain Koiali, the survey team used comprehension 
tests (RTTs) to get a more direct measure of the intelligibility of Mountain Koiali by Biage speakers. The 
team followed the retelling method described in Kluge (2005), which requires that individuals listen to a 
recording of a short, unfamiliar narrative and repeat what they hear, segment by segment. The test is 
scored by counting how many core elements of the story the subject is able to repeat out of all of the 
core elements in the story identified by pilot testing with speakers of the recorded dialect. The survey 
team tested the story on people with little contact with Mountain Koiali in order to see how well Biage 
speakers can understand Mountain Koiali without learning it. 
 

Test development 
 

The Mountain Koiali test was developed in Efogi, the village where the New Testament was translated 
into Mountain Koiali, and tested in Kanga, the Biage village furthest from Efogi, and therefore least 
accessible from Efogi. It was assumed the speech there would be the most different from Efogi and 
people would have the least contact with Mountain Koiali. There does not appear to be much variation 
in Biage speech, but people from Kanga have virtually no contact with Mountain Koiali. In addition, 
people from Kanga had expressed an interest in developing the Biage language (see section 1.5.3). A 
story was also elicited in Kanga to use as a hometown test there. 

The Efogi and the Kanga stories were each elicited from a local man in their respective villages, 
who had not spent long periods of time living elsewhere. After the story had been recorded, it was 

                                                   
12 The Efogi word given in 37 ‘big sister’ meant ‘big sister’, but the gloss was later changed to ‘younger sister’ 
because there was only a word meaning ‘older sibling’ in Biage. The Efogi word given for item 66 ‘he dies’ was 
[lodoβanu] which is not in the Mountain Koiali – English Dictionary (Garland & Garland 1983). However, the word 
[hatinu], which is the word ‘die’ in the dictionary, was given in item 65 ‘he kills.’ The Efogi word given for item 120 
‘wing’ was [atu ɡaβe], which, in the dictionary denotes ‘wing tips.’ 
13 The gloss given for item 60 ‘he says’ was [kose aɭu], which in Ebea it was explained to mean ‘Em i tok olsem’ in 
Tok Pisin, meaning ‘He says it so.’ People in Ebea said that this is not the correct way to translate ‘He says.’ 
14 The respondent from Efogi said [magani] for ‘wallaby’ (item 43) and [bini] for ‘bean’ (item 134), both of which 
are Hiri Motu loanwords. The respondent from Pelai used the word [gaia] for ‘knife’ (item 136). He said that [kaia] 
is the Motu word and [gaia] is the Biage word. Retsema excluded it because it seemed to be a loan word from Motu. 
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written down in the language by someone from the village or by a surveyor, translated, and split into 
segments of one or two sentences. 

As a pilot test, ten or more people who spoke the same language variety as the storyteller were 
given the test. The participants were played each segment in turn and asked to retell the story in Tok 
Pisin or English. Based on what was retold, the surveyor probed to make sure important details had not 
been left out. The answers were compared and core elements identified. An item was considered a core 
element if all or all but one of the pilot test participants mentioned it. If the survey team felt that a 
person was an unreliable test-taker, all their answers were ignored. The core elements form the scoring 
system for the test; each core element being worth one point. (A translation of the texts and the scoring 
systems may be found in appendix B.) 
 

Sampling 
 

The goal of the survey team was to test at least ten Biage speakers who were competent test takers and 
had low contact with Mountain Koiali. The reason that participants with low contact were used is that 
the survey team wanted to know how well people could understand the speech varieties because of the 
relatedness of the languages and not how well people had learned the other varieties. The survey team 
assumed that the people with low contact with Mountain Koiali were people who had not travelled to 
Mountain Koiali and who had little contact with relatives from the other areas. Therefore, participants 
were screened for contact through travel and relatives, and they were screened for competency through 
their performance on the test of their own speech variety. People who were judged to have had too much 
contact or did not score above 87.5% (21/24) on the Biage hometown test were not tested. All ten 
people who took the Biage hometown test passed and were tested on the Mountain Koiali text. They 
were between 12 and 40 years old, and none reported any contact with Mountain Koiali. 
 

Test administration 
 

The method for administering the tests was the same as with the pilot test. After collecting information 
about the participant, the test was given in Biage so the participant could get used to the test format and 
to screen for competency. To save time, the hometown test was not pilot-tested prior to administering, 
but scored afterwards as a pilot test and hometown test. If any of the participants had been judged 
unreliable test-takers, their scores would have been ignored. After the hometown test, the participants 
retold the story from Mountain Koiali. For both stories, the surveyors tried to probe when the subject left 
details out in his/her response. Following their retelling of the two stories, the participants were asked a 
series of attitude questions about the speech varieties they had listened to. The questions are listed 
below: 

1 Is this your language? 
2 Where is the speaker from? 
3 Is the way he speaks the same as the way you speak? If no, is the way he speaks a 

little different / very different from the way you speak? 
4 Did you understand everything, most things, a few things or nothing? 
5 Which story was easiest to understand? 

 

Scoring 
 

The tests were reviewed individually and deviating responses discussed in comparison to base-line 
responses and responses by other participants and scored accordingly. Some responses were given half 
credit. The contact details for participants were also reviewed. If participants were found to have scored 
under 87.5% on the hometown test, or if they were judged to have had too much contact with the other 
varieties, then their scores would have been ignored. 
 

Limitations of RTT testing 
 

One possible problem with the development of the test is that the storyteller used borrowed words in 
telling the story. For example, in the Mountain Koiali text, the storyteller uses the English word for 
‘soap,’ pronounced [sobota], ‘towel’ [tavela] and ‘radio’ [radio] and the Hiri Motu word for ‘no/nothing’ 
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[lasi]. These words are borrowed from languages of wider communication, so test takers might have 
scored higher than if the stories were told using only vernacular words. The survey team decided to 
count core elements containing borrowed words anyway because it was impossible to consistently 
exclude core elements with loanwords—the survey team could only identify loanwords from Tok Pisin 
and English, but not from any other language unless the people transcribing the story pointed them out. 
Furthermore, Casad (1974:13) states that if the subjects “referred to entire phrases, each containing only 
one loan, then systematic bias would probably be negligible.” Also, storytellers had been requested to 
avoid using loanwords, so it was felt that those that remained were probably commonly used and could 
be considered part of the vernacular, especially as there is no vernacular alternative for ‘soap’, ‘towel’ 
and ‘radio’. The word for ‘soap’ confused at least one subject (E11) who, when retelling that segment, 
said (in Tok Pisin) “he’s talking about going to wash, fetches his soap, no not soap, sobota… I went to 
wash and came back. I do not want to mislead you…” Only three test-takers mentioned soap and towel 
when retelling the story. 

Another weakness with this RTT test is that it is testing understanding of a simple Mountain Koiali 
narrative as it is currently spoken as opposed to Mountain Koiali as it is written in literature from more 
than 20 years ago. As we do not know how much the languages have changed, we cannot draw 
conclusions about the understanding of the Mountain Koiali literature from this test. 

3 Churches and Missions 

The church is one of the main social institutions in Papua New Guinea. Thus, the attitudes of churches 
towards community projects, such as language development, significantly influence the potential success 
of a project. 

Church parish or district boundaries can cover multiple language groups. Where it is known this is 
the case, we have included the names of the congregations outside the Biage area that are within the 
same church districts/parishes. 

3.1 History of work in the area 

3.1.1 Seventh-day Adventist (SDA) Church 

The first SDA missionaries arrived in PNG in 1908, setting up a mission station at Bisiatabu, Central 
Province (50 kilometres east of Port Moresby) in 1909. In 1924 the missionaries moved inland along the 
Kokoda trail, establishing a mission at Efogi (Jones, 2004:26–31). Local Christians reported that the 
mission continued to follow the Kokoda trail, reaching Isurava in 1960 and Kokoda in 1961. The SDA 
church came to Pelai in 1998 when two Pelai men brought it from Hagutava and the church building 
was dedicated in 2000. 

There are currently SDA churches in Abuari, Alola, Isurava, Hagutava and Kokoda Station. There 
are currently SDA hand-churches15 in Hoi and Pelai. Inside Kokoda district there are also SDA 
congregations in the neighbouring Hunjara-Kaina Ke language at Sirorata, Asisi, Bouru, Hamara, Sairope 
and Waju and in the Ömie language at Asafa and Enjoro. 

3.1.2 Anglican Church 

The Anglican Church arrived in the Wedau language area of Milne Bay in 1891 and set up the first 
mission station at Dogura. Their work predominantly took place in Milne Bay until 1900 when the first 
permanent mission station on the Mambare River in Oro Province, in the Binandere language area, was 
                                                   
15 A hand-church is a congregation that has no resident pastor. 
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begun (Wetherall 1977:37). Later they went up and down the Oro coast, arriving in Gona (Ewage-Notu) 
in 1922. The mission moved inland, eventually reaching Saga (Kaina Ke) and erecting a church building 
there in 1951. They came to Kanga in 1969, and the first building was built there in 1972. 

Historically the Anglican Church has encouraged people to use their local language in church 
services. Some of the first missionaries translated some hymns, liturgy and portions of scripture into 
Ewage-Notu, Orokaiva and Binandere. The current Bishop is trying to allocate priests so that they work 
in their own language area, and use the local language. 

People from Kanga and Ebea attend the St. Paul’s Chapel16 at Kanga. They are part of Saga parish, 
along with Kokoda Station and the Kaina Ke villages of Botue, Amada and Kokoda. 

The parishes of Saga, along with Sairope (Hunjara), Asafa (Ömie), Eiwo (Hunjara), Gorari (Hunjara-
Kaina Ke), Kebara (Kaina Ke) and Emo River (Ömie) form Kokoda Deanery. Priests are required to 
occasionally preach at different churches within the deanery. The Mothers Union have monthly deanery 
meetings. 

3.1.3 CRC/CMI 

Originally these churches were Christian Revival Crusade (CRC) churches. The first CRC church in the 
area was in Ajeka, in the mid-1970s, and was started by a man from Ajeka who went to visit his sister in 
Port Moresby and brought the CRC denomination back. In 1978 the CRC church was started in Kovelo by 
a pastor from Australia. 

Around 2003 most CRC churches in the Kokoda district changed to Covenant Ministries 
International (CMI). Different churches reported different underlying reasons for the change. The 
governing church for Kokoda district is at Sauni (Hunjara). 

It was reported that there are currently CMI churches in Kovelo and Kokoda Station. The governing 
church for Kokoda district is in Sauni (in the Hunjara-Kaina Ke language). The other 16 CMI churches in 
the district are located in the Hunjara-Kaina Ke area. It was reported that there is only one CRC church 
in the area, at Kokoda Station. 

3.1.4 Other churches 

There are some members of the Catholic Church in Kanga. There is a Catholic church in the next village, 
which is Asimba or a hamlet of Asimba (in the Fuyug language area). There is also a Catholic church at 
Kokoda Station, a New Apostolic Church at Savaea and a Renewal church at Pelai. 

There are some Jehovah’s Witness members in Savaea. The survey team saw a large, permanent, 
metal Jehovah’s Witness Kingdom Hall at Kokoda Station, but did not manage to find out if there were 
any members in the Biage area. Members of Jehovah’s Witness have reportedly visited Kovelo to witness. 

3.1.5 Every Home for Christ 

In Kebara (Hunjara-Kaina Ke) there is a team of ten people working with Every Home for Christ, an 
interdenominational mission. Currently they are the only team in Oro Province. They visit home to home 
in the Kokoda area so that everyone may hear the gospel. 

The mission started in 1946 in Canada and came to PNG in 1996. Kebara will be hosting a national 
gathering of Every Home for Christ in November 2006. 

                                                   
16 A chapel has no resident priest; the parish priest visits the chapel to preach and administer the sacraments. 
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3.2 Language use parameters within church services 

3.2.1 As reported 

Kokoda SDA and Holy Trinity Church (Anglican, Saga) both use mainly English and Tok Pisin for all 
church services, as well as Sunday school and women’s groups. However, Holy Trinity Church also uses 
Kaina Ke, but not Biage, as reportedly most of the congregation is Kaina Ke and also the Assistant Priest 
is a Kaina Ke speaker. Kokoda SDA uses Biage but not Kaina Ke (most of the congregation are Biage 
speakers, and the pastor is a Biage speaker); they also make use of some Motu and Orokaiva. 

For Isurava SDA, Pelai SDA, Kovelo CRC and St. Paul’s Anglican Chapel (Kanga) announcements 
and sermons are reportedy always in Biage. Scripture reading is mostly English, except that Isurava SDA 
also uses Mountain Koiali. Isurava SDA, Kovelo CRC and St. Paul’s Anglican Chapel all use Biage for 
spontaneous prayer; however Pelai SDA uses Tok Pisin. Songs are in English, Tok Pisin or other 
languages.17 Only St. Paul’s Anglican Church reported using Biage primarily; the other three reported 
using it occasionally. Pelai SDA and Isurava SDA sing mainly in English. Kovelo CRC sing mainly in 
English, Tok Pisin and Kaina Ke. The congregation chairman of St. Paul’s Chapel in Kanga reported that 
many people there have written many songs in Biage. People in Pelai have adapted five songs from 
Mountain Koiali into Biage. People in Isurava said that there are people in a settlement in Port Moresby 
who have also been writing Biage songs, which they also occasionally sing. People in Kovelo occasionally 
use the songs that people in Kanga and Ebea have written. 

Women’s groups and youth services held in Isurava SDA, Pelai SDA, Kovelo CRC and St. Paul’s 
Anglican Chapel are all in Biage, when there are meetings. Only Pelai SDA reported using Biage during 
Sunday school. Isurava SDA reportedly uses predominantly English during Sunday school. St. Paul’s 
Anglican Chapel uses Tok Pisin in Sunday school which may be evidence of some language shift. 

Apart from Kokoda SDA and Holy Trinity Church (since they have so many people from other 
language groups), the churches mainly use Biage for anything spoken, English for anything written, and 
the singing is mostly in English or Tok Pisin. St. Paul’s Anglican is the only church to write worship 
songs in Biage and use them extensively. 

3.2.2 As observed 

The survey team was able to attend one church service at St. Paul’s Chapel in Kanga. English was used 
for the Bible readings and liturgy as well as two hymns, but Biage and Tok Pisin were used more 
frequently for songs and prayers. At the beginning of the service, the leaders said that they would alter 
their language use because of the visitors. There was no reported use of Tok Pisin (unless the 
congregation was mixed), but it was used during the service that the survey team attended. There was no 
one licensed to give a sermon, so the team were unable to observe which language they used for 
sermons. 

3.3 Summary 

All churches in Biage villages used some Biage in their church services, but St Paul’s Anglican Chapel in 
Kanga was the only church that reported composing many worship songs in the language, and using 
them extensively. Two people from Ebea have been trying to translate scripture and the Anglican liturgy 
into Biage language. 

Many churches in the area reported falling membership. However, Isurava SDA and Pelai SDA 
reported that more people attend Sabbath school than there are church members. 

                                                   
17 Mountain Koiali, Biage and Kaina Ke were all mentioned. 
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4 Education 

In order to ascertain the language group’s capability to contribute to a language development 
programme, the survey team sought to gain information in the area of education. In particular: 

1 What is the average level of education? 
2 Who in the communities has secondary level education? What are these people doing now? 
3 Do the communities value education? 
4 What is the literacy rate in the communities? 
To this end, the team spoke to teachers or residents in each village asking about school attendance; 

how many people had finished grade 6, grade 8, grade 10 and beyond; general literacy levels; and 
attitudes toward education. The survey team also sought to gather information on the existence of and 
attitudes towards vernacular education. 

4.1 History of schools in the area 

Kanga Community School was started in 1983; previously students went to school at Kokoda. There are 
elementary schools in Alola, Savaea, Pelai and Kovelo villages. Elementary schools may have previously 
existed in Kanga and Ebea, but there were none there at the time of the survey. There was a Tok Ples 
Prep School18 in Pelai from 1993, run by one of the current elementary teachers there. Classes at Pelai 
Elementary are temporarily suspended. 

4.2 School sites and sizes 

The schools in the Biage area are listed in table 3. 

Table 3. Schools in the Biage area 

School Name Location/Year Founded Grade Levels 
Savaea Elementary School Savaea EPa, E1b, E2c 
Pelai Elementary School Pelai / 1998 (TPPS from 

1993) 
EP, E1, E2 (all grades were suspended 
at the beginning of term 3, 2006; they 
hope to start again in November) 

Alola Elementary School Alola  
Kovelo Elementary School Kovelo  
Kanga Community School  Kanga/1983 1, 2, 3, 6 (grade 6 & possibly other 

grades are currently suspended) 
Abuari Community School Abuari 1–6 
Kokoda Primary School Kokoda Station 3–8  
a Elementary prep 
b Elementary grade 1 
c Elementary grade 2 

                                                   
18 Tok Ples Prep Schools (“vernacular prep schools”) are local educational institutions that use the local language to 
teach children basic skills before they go to community schools where the medium of education is Tok Pisin and 
English. They were superseded by elementary schools with the educational reforms of the 1990s. 
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4.3 Enrolment, attendance, academic achievement 

4.3.1 Elementary school enrolment 

The only elementary school where the survey team was able to interview was Pelai Elementary School. 
There are fifteen students in EP, ten in E1 and eight in E2. Students come from Pelai, Kyile and Hagutava 
villages. All classes were suspended at the beginning of term 3 in 2006 as some people had gone into the 
classrooms and written graffiti on the board with chalk. They hoped to resolve the problem and restart 
classes in November 2006. 

4.3.2 Primary school enrolment 

Kanga Community School reported that grade 6 (eighteen children enrolled) is currently suspended. The 
survey team heard other reports that grade 2 (twenty seven children enrolled) or grade 3 (twenty one 
children enrolled) may also be suspended. No one reported that grade 1 (twenty children enrolled) was 
suspended. Kanga Community School serves Kanga, Ebea (Biage) and Asimba (Fuyug language). Five 
children from Ebea attend Kokoda Primary School and two students from Kanga attend grade 7 in 
Kokoda. Many children do not attend school at all. School children from Isurava and Pelai attend Abuari 
Community School and Kokoda Primary School. 

Of the ten students who graduated from E2 at Pelai elementary in 2005, seven started grade 3, (at 
Kokoda) but only one was still in school at the time of the survey. The reasons were school fees and the 
long distance to walk to school. Although some stayed with relatives closer to school, some walked every 
day and it was reported by the elementary teacher that they may not have breakfast before they leave so 
they were very tired and hungry at school. 

4.3.3 Secondary school enrolment 

There is one student from Ebea in grade 10 at Popondetta Secondary School in Popondetta. There may 
be one grade 12 student from Ebea currently attending secondary school in Lae.19 

4.3.4 Literacy and academic achievement 

At the time of the survey, not many people were literate. Less than half the people in Kanga know how 
to read; Pelai and Ebea reported that only a few people can read, Pelai saying maybe only three or four 
men and three women can read. Ebea and Pelai reported that there are people who can read English, 
Biage and Tok Pisin. The teacher at Kanga School reported that literate men could read Tok Pisin, Hiri 
Motu and Biage and literate women read Biage, Tok Pisin and Hiri Motu. 

The people in Pelai were very interested in having a literacy program. One of the current 
elementary teachers ran an adult literacy program in 1994 in addition to the Tok Ples Prep School, but 
he was unable to continue because he had too many other commitments. He said that the community 
thought literacy was very important and some adults who were listening echoed his sentiment saying, 
“yes, we want school.” The people interviewed in Isurava, Kanga and Ebea also said that the community 
felt that literacy was important. 

The alphabet used in elementary schools in Savaea and Pelai may be different. Pelai reported that 
their alphabet was A, B, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, S, T, U, V. Savaea reported the same alphabet but 
did not mention ‘S’, though this could have been due to an oversight. 

                                                   
19 People in Ebea said that there is one grade 10 finisher in Lae, though they did not know if he was working or 
studying. The teacher at Kanga reported one person from Ebea was currently studying in grade 12 in Lae. 
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Table 4 shows the number of people who have finished each grade level in their respective villages. 
It also includes how many other people who have finished each grade level and have moved elsewhere. 
The first number in each box represents the number of school leavers living in the village and the second 
number represents the number of school leavers from that village who have work elsewhere, with notes 
on the kind of work or place. You can see that Ebea and Kanga have many more finishers, particularly 
from grade 6 and 8, than Isurava or Pelai, probably due to the fact that there is a community school in 
Kanga. However, a surprisingly high number of people from Isurava have studied beyond grade 10, 
although of the 13 people who have studied grade 10 or higher, only three currently live in the village. 

Table 4. Academic achievement in Biage  

Village (pop.) Grade 6 Grade 8 Grade 10 Grade 12 Other 
Ebea (137) 

15/0 12/0 7/1 in Lae 0/0 
0/1 has a diploma of 
theology & is a priest 
in Wanigela 

Kanga (164) 20/0 6/0 6/0 0/1 teacher 0/0 
Isurava (72) 7/0 1/0 0/7 in 

POMa 3/1 in Lae 0/2 teachers at 
Kokoda 

Pelai (114) 3/0 2/0 2/2 in 
POM 0/0 0/0 

a Port Moresby (POM) 

4.4 Summary 

There are many people who do not attend school, with even fewer people having been to secondary 
school. Although many of them have moved elsewhere, there are still some secondary school graduates 
in the villages, particularly Kanga and Ebea. There were also many more primary school graduates in 
Kanga and Ebea, presumably due to the proximity of Kanga Community School. The villages that the 
survey team visited felt that literacy was important, although the literacy rate and school attendance 
was low. 

5 Social sketch 

5.1 Social cohesion 

5.1.1 Leadership and cooperation within language communities 

Each clan has its own leader called the [ata kitai], [kosi kitai] (both meaning ‘big man’) or they use the 
loan word ‘lawyer.’ His main work is to lead the people with events that come up and resolve any 
conflicts that may arise. There is also a chief who leads all of the clans or sub-clans. His title is the same 
as the titles used for the clan leaders, but his work is to get all the leaders together to resolve conflicts 
between people of different clans or sub-clans. He is also the one who speaks on behalf of the rest of the 
community. In matters pertaining to the government, the ward councillor and his committees are the 
leaders. Both in Kanga and Isurava it was agreed that people generally respect the leaders.20 

Community work typically includes working for the church and the government, though some will 
also do work for the school. Typically, the leader of the given institution (the committee or councillor for 

                                                   
20 This information is not available for other Biage villages. 
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government work and the church council for church work) also leads the community in work associated 
with that institution. One day a week is generally set aside for government work and another for church 
work, so that two days a week are used for community work. Another day may be set aside for school 
work, as in Kanga, where it was reported that Monday is designated for the school, Wednesday for the 
church and Friday for the government. In Isurava and other villages along the Kokoda Trail, government 
community work usually consists of maintaining the trail. 

In both Kanga and Isurava it was reported that attendance for community work days is not very 
high. Only a few people come each time. In Kanga it was reported that some people help others who 
need help with their garden, building a new house or working their cash crop, such as vanilla or coffee. 

5.2 Population movement 

Landweer (1991) includes immigration and emigration as factors which influence the vitality of a 
language. Specifically, she considers it a higher likelihood that immigration becomes a factor detracting 
from language vitality if the immigrants are not proficient in the local dialect and the percentage of 
adults immigrating to the group is more than 10%. She considers it more likely that emigration is a 
factor detracting from language vitality if the percentage of adults emigrating from the group is more 
than 10%, and emigrants do not maintain the language of and identification with the group in their new 
location. 

Table 5 tallies the number of male and female immigrants and emigrants for five Biage speaking 
villages and gives the total for all five villages. This information was elicited from a small group of 
people in each village. They were asked to think of men and women who had immigrated to their village 
and of men and women who had emigrated from their village. The percentage of the population above 
15 years of age that has immigrated is listed in the ‘Immigrant %’ column and the percentage of the 
population above 15 years of age that has emigrated is listed in the ‘Emigrant %’ column. 

Table 5. Immigration and emigration for Biage 
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Kanga 164 102 15 3 4 3 19 6 18.66 5.56 
Ebea 137 85 4 4 5 4 9 8 10.54 8.57 
Kovelo 1 140e 88 6 10 13 8 19 18 21.58 16.97 
Isurava 72 48 1 4 6 1 7 5 14.58 9.43 
Pelai 114f 58 1 5 6 6 7 11 12.06 15.94 
Biage 627 381 27 26 34 22 61 48 16.00 11.18 
a Population based on a count done in the village during the survey unless otherwise noted. 
b The number of adults was calculated for each village, using the figure for percentage of population under 15 given 

in the 2000 National Census. Age 15+ is considered to be adult in this case because some females as young as 15 
may have married in to the village. 

c The percentage is the number of male and female immigrants divided by the adult population. 
d The percentage is the number of male and female emigrants divided by the adult population including the number 

of emigrants. 
e Population taken from the 2000 National Census. 
f Population taken from the 2000 National Census. 
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Immigration is over 10% in all the Biage villages, which may detract from language vitality. 
Generally immigrants develop passive bilingualism but do not learn to speak Biage. In Kovelo ten of the 
people who have married in are reported to be able to speak Biage, three of the people married into 
Isurava are reported to speak Biage and in Pelai all the people who have married in can speak Biage. The 
majority of immigration is due to intermarriage, with the exception of Kanga where nine of the men 
have moved there to live but have not married a woman from there. 

In Kanga 49% of children with at least one immigrant parent cannot speak Biage, in Ebea 76% of 
children with at least one immigrant parent cannot speak Biage, in both Kovelo and Isurava 22% of 
children with at least one immigrant parent cannot speak Biage. In Pelai all children with at least one 
immigrant parent can speak Biage. 

In Kanga and Ebea, the rate of immigration along with the tendency of immigrants not to learn to 
speak Biage and many of their children not learning to speak Biage is detracting from language vitality. 
In Kovelo and Isurava there is some detracting from language vitality, but more immigrants are learning 
to speak Biage and the majority of their children learn to speak Biage. In Pelai, although there is a 
substantial rate of immigration, immigrants learn to speak Biage and all their children learn to speak 
Biage, so immigration is not having as large an effect on language vitality in Pelai as in other Biage 
villages. 

Emigrants are generally reported not to continue using Biage away from the village, with the 
exception of emigrants from Isurava. The majority of male emigration is due to work, mainly in Port 
Moresby, and the majority of female emigration is due to marriage. Children of emigrants are generally 
reported not to know Biage. Emigrants are said to return to visit mostly at Christmas, and occasionally 
for other holidays. Emigrants from Ebea, Isurava and Pelai all use Biage when they return. Emigrants 
from Kanga are reported to use Tok Pisin when they return as they only know a little Biage. Emigrants 
from Kovelo are reported to use both Tok Pisin and Biage when they return if they have gone to Port 
Moresby, while emigrants who have moved further away are reported to only use Tok Pisin when they 
return as they have forgotten how to speak Biage. 

There is a settlement of people originally from Isurava in Port Moresby, with about 20 adults and 
their children living there. People from this settlement are reported to write worship songs in Biage 
which are occasionally used in Isurava. No other settlements of Biage speakers were reported. 

Overall the rate of emigration is higher than 10%, although Kanga, Ebea and Isurava all have lower 
rates of emigration. Rates of emigration from Kovelo and Pelai are well over 10%. Generally emigrants 
do not maintain the language of and identification with Biage in their new location. Due to these factors, 
emigration has a higher likelihood of detracting from the vitality of the language. 

5.3 Marriage patterns 

Table 6 and table 7 show reported marriage into and from Biage villages. 

Table 6. Reported marriage into Biage villages 

  From 
       
Into 
Biage Biage Koiali Hunjara Orokaiva 

Other 
Oro 

Other 
Province 

Guhu-
Samanea 

Total 
reported 
marriage 

Kanga 2 0 0 3 2 1 4 12 

Ebea 0 0 0 4 0 3 1 8 

Kovelo 11 4 0 5 5 4 1 30 

Isurava 5 1 1 0 2 3 0 12 

Pelai 0 0 0 0 6 1 0 7 

Total 18 5 1 12 15 12 6 69 
a The Guhu-Samane language is spoken in the mountains across the border of Morobe and Oro provinces. The closest 
Guhu-Samane villages are about 40 kilometres north of Kanga. 
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Table 7. Reported marriage from Biage villages 

    Into  
   
From 
Biage 

Biage Kaina Ke Hunjara Other Oro Other 
Province Fuyug 

Total 
reported 
marriage 

Kanga 0 0 0 0 2 1 3 
Ebea 5 0 0 0 0 0 5 
Kovelo 1 5 0 1 0 7 0 13 
Isurava 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pelai 0 2 0 3 2 0 7 
Total 10 2 1 3 11 1 28 
 

The majority of marriage into Biage villages is from outside the Biage area. There are high numbers 
of people from Orokavia marrying into Biage villages, especially Kanga, Ebea and Kovelo. Kanga has a 
high number of people marrying in from Guhu-Samane, a language spoken around the Morobe-Oro 
border. 

The majority of marriages from Biage villages is outside the Biage area, the highest proportion 
marrying outside of Oro Province into many other PNG provinces. 

Pelai has links with the Ese language with three women from Ese marrying into the village and 
three Pelai women marrying into Ese. 

5.4 Contacts with other languages 

Biage speakers have fairly regular contact with both Kaina Ke and Mountain Koiali speakers. People in 
Isurava especially have a lot of contact with Mountain Koiali speakers passing through every day 
working as porters and guides on the Kokoda trail.21 Biage speakers meet Kaina Ke speakers at Kokoda 
Station. People from many different languages meet at the market at Kokoda Station and at the market 
on the Mamba Estate. 

In the past, people in Pelai traded with Kaina Ke and people from Kanga traded with people from 
Fuyug. In the past people from Biage fought with people from Orokaiva and Kaina Ke. 

6 Language and dialect boundaries 

One goal of the survey was to determine whether Biage is a dialect of Mountain Koiali or a separate 
language. In addition to eliciting wordlists, the survey team also conducted group interviews to 
investigate speakers’ opinions on language distinctions, ethnolinguistic identity and reported 
comprehension. 

According to ILAC Conference recommendations (1991), the minimum criterion that two speech 
forms should meet to be called the same language is a lexical similarity of 70% (at the upper confidence 
limit) and intelligibility of at least 75%. Ethnologue (2005:8) applies additional criteria to help 
classification of speech varieties: 

• two related varieties are normally considered varieties of the same language if speakers of each 
variety have inherent understanding of the other variety (that is, can understand based on 
knowledge of their own variety without needing to learn the other variety) at a functional level; 

                                                   
21 It seems reasonable to assume that this is true of all villages on the Kokoda trail, though the team did not ask 
about contact patterns in Kovelo to be able to confirm it. 
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• where spoken intelligibility between varieties is marginal, the existence of a common literature 
or of a common ethnolinguistic identity with a central variety that both understand can be 
strong indicators that they should nevertheless be considered varieties of the same language; 

• and where there is enough intelligibility between varieties to enable communication, the 
existence of well-established, distinct ethnolinguistic identities can be a strong indicator that 
they should nevertheless be considered to be different languages. 

6.1 Reported dialect boundaries 

There is consensus that there is a speech variety called Biage which covers Kanga, Ebea, Savaea, Kovelo, 
Isurava, Alola and Pelai. Various other smaller villages and hamlets are also part of Biage. 

Mountain Koiali was often seen as being another dialect of the same language, but there is no name 
covering both Biage and Mountain Koiali. Mountain Koiali is not an acceptable name to Biage speakers, 
though there is some shared identity between the two groups. 

Within Biage there were generally two reported dialects: Isurava and Alola were always grouped 
together; Kanga and Ebea were also always grouped together. In Kanga, Ebea and Savaea the dialect 
groupings were: Kanga, Ebea, Savaea and Kovelo in one dialect and Isurava and Alola in the other 
dialect. Pelai was not mentioned. In Isurava and Pelai the dialect groupings were: Kanga, Ebea and 
Savaea in one dialect and Kovelo, Pelai, Isurava and Alola in the other dialect. In Kovelo more dialects 
were listed. Kanga and Ebea were reported to be one dialect, Savaea another, Kovelo another, Pelai 
another and Alola and Isurava were the final dialect. Reported data suggests there is a mountain dialect 
and a lowlands dialect of Biage. 

6.2 Lexical similarity 

6.2.1 Results 

Table 8 is a percentage matrix of similar forms of the words compared between the five Biage villages 
and one Mountain Koiali village where wordlists were elicited. 

Table  8. Lexical similarity between Biage villages 

Kanga - Biage      
100 Ebea - Biage     
99 99 Kovelo - Biage    
97 98 99 Isurava - Biage   
95 97 98 99 Pelai - Biage  
80 80 79 82 81 Efogi - Mt. Koiali 

6.2.2 Interpretation 

The lexicostatistical ties among all of the Biage villages are very strong. With 95% as the lowest 
percentage between any two villages and the average percentage 98%,22 it is evident that there are no 
major dialectal differences within Biage. 

There is an average of 80% lexical similarity between the Biage villages and Efogi,23 which is about 
the same as Dutton (1969) and Garland (1979) concluded between Efogi and the “Northern Dialect” of 
Mountain Koiali (Biage). Being well above the 70% lexical similarity threshold, the two varieties could 

                                                   
22 The average percentage was calculated by taking the average of all of the percentages between Biage villages. 
23 The Mountain Koiali wordlist was taken in Efogi, where the New Testament was translated. 
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be considered one language. However, as our definition of language shows, other factors need to be 
considered. 

6.3 Comprehension 

6.3.1 Reported 

During group interviews in five Biage villages, the survey team asked interviewees how well they can 
understand other dialects and languages in the area. Specifically, they asked how well adults can 
understand different varieties and how well children about six years old can understand them. Finally, 
they asked respondents to rank the varieties from easiest to most difficult to understand. 

Responses about how well people understand were interpreted on a scale of one to five: 1= they 
understand everything; 2= they understand most things; 3= they understand about half; 4= they do 
not understand most things; 5= they understand nothing. What people reported is shown in table 9. In 
the table, the first column under the village gives the level of understanding reported for adults followed 
by the level of understanding reported for six-year-old children.24 As six-year-old children have probably 
had little contact with other speech varieties, reports about what they can understand can be indicative 
of the inherent intelligibility of varieties rather than comprehension resulting from contact. For example, 
in Ebea, people reported that adults understand everything that people from Isurava say, but children 
only understand a little. The second column under each village name shows the order that people ranked 
each language according to which is easiest to understand. For example, people in Kanga reported that 
of the varieties in the table, Isurava is easiest to understand, followed by Mountain Koiali. Languages 
that were given the same ranking were considered equally intelligible. The third column shows the 
lexical similarity percentages. 

Table 9. Reported comprehension compared with lexical similarity 

 Kanga Ebea Kovelo Isurava Pelaia 
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Kanga       2–5 3 99 1–4 1 97 1–4 1 95 

Savaea 4–4 2  

Isurava 2–4 1 97 1–4 1 98 1–4 1 99       

Pelai       4–5 4 98 

Mountain 
Koiali 

4–5 2 80 2–4 2 80 4–5 5 79 2–4 1 82 4–5 2 81 

a Pelai also reported that adults could understand everything in Kaina Ke and 6-7 year old children could understand a 
small amount of Kaina Ke. They said Kaina Ke was easier to understand than the dialect of Mountain Koiali spoken in 
Efogi. This is probably due to bilingualism as there has been intermarriage with Kaina Ke in the past. 

                                                   
24 Children were always reported to understand everything in their own variety. 
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Adults in all villages but Kovelo reported that they can understand everything or most things in 
other varieties of Biage. In Kovelo, adults were reported to understand everything in Isurava and Kanga 
but only a little of Savaea and Pelai. Adults in all villages reported that children understand little or 
nothing of other varieties of Biage. If we assume that reports about what young children can understand 
are indicative of the inherent intelligibility of the varieties, it seems that that different varieties of Biage 
are not inherently intelligible at a level at which speakers could share literature. 

Mountain Koiali is generally reported to not be well understood by Biage adults. Biage children are 
also reported to understand little or nothing of Mountain Koiali. This suggests Biage and Mountain Koiali 
could not share literature. 

6.3.2 Comprehension testing results 

The scores of each individual are shown in table 10. Most scores were between 20% and 45%. Two 
candidates appeared to find the story so difficult that the test was stopped early. (The candidates had 
scored 1/7 (E12) and 0/5 (E13), the percentages for what they had heard would be 14% and 0% 
respectively.) If these two are excluded, the average score is 35%, with a standard deviation of 8%; if 
they are included, the average goes down to 29% with a standard deviation of 14%. 

Table 10. RTT results 

 

That all of the scores are under 50% indicates that it is very hard for Biage speakers to understand 
Mountain Koiali without learning it. A score of below 70% usually indicates that understanding is too 
low to share literature. Mountain Koiali is therefore not inherently intelligible to Biage speakers. 

After hearing the story, most people classed it as a different language, and identified it as Mountain 
Koiali. Five of the candidates said that it was very different from their language; three said it was a little 
different and the two who stopped early were not asked. 

Only one candidate (R2) claimed to understand more than a little of the story. He said he 
understood a lot and was one of the highest scoring candidates, with 41%. The rest said that they 
understood little or nothing. 

RTT results indicate that Mountain Koiali and Biage could be classed as different languages. The low 
scores suggesting low inherent intelligibility and the stated opinions of speakers during RTTs (that they 
are two languages) are indicators that understanding of the Mountain Koiali literature may well be low. 

Subject Sex/Age/ Ed Hometown 
Biage score 

Hometown Biage 
score % Mt Koiali score Mt Koiali score % 

R1 M/40/Gr6 24 100% 11.5 41% 
R2 M/27/Gr6 24 100% 11.5 41% 
R3 M/26/Gr7 23.5 98% 9.5 34% 
E11 M/32/Gr10 24 100% 12.5 45% 
E12 F/12?/Gr3 23 96% 1/7, test stopped (14%) 
E13 M/25/Gr10 24 100% 0/5, test stopped (0%) 
E14 M/26/Gr6 23 96% 5.5 20% 
T1 M/20/Gr6 24 100% 10.5 38% 
T2 F/16/Gr6 23 96% 8.5 30% 
T3 F/18/Gr6 22.5 94% 9 32% 
  average 98% average 35% 
  count 10 count 8 

  
standard 
deviation 0.02 standard deviation 0.08 
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However, it should be noted that as the existing literature is in a form of Mountain Koiali spoken 20 or 
30 years ago (when the two varieties were closer), that is not necessarily the case. 

6.4 Summary 

Reports varied as to whether Biage and Mountain Koiali were separate languages: during language use 
interviews, interviewees often classed them as one language; however, during RTT testing often they 
were viewed as more distinct. 

Usually interviewees could not give a name that covered both groups. This could indicate something 
of a separate identity between the two groups; however it could equally be irrelevant. Speakers of many 
languages in PNG do not use established language names.25 

Within Biage, everyone reported dialect differences between villages, often identifying a 
northern/lowlands dialect including Kanga, Ebea and Savaea, and a southern/mountain dialect including 
Isurava and Alola. Reports of which dialect Kovelo and Pelai belong to varied. It was usually reported 
that adults could understand other Biage varieties well, although children could not, which may mean 
that there would be difficulties in sharing literature within Biage. Adults reported finding Mountain 
Koiali hard to understand; the RTT results show that very clearly. 

Lexical similarity percentages show that Mountain Koiali is clearly a different variety to Biage, with 
80% similarity. However, should they be classed as different languages? Although lexical similarity is 
above the 70% threshold, Biage speakers reported low intelligibility between the two varieties and they 
also struggled to understand the Mountain Koiali RTT story. This surprisingly low intelligibility 
(considering the 80% lexical similarity) could be the result of a number of issues including differences in 
discourse, phonology or grammar. It could also reflect separate ethnolinguistic identities of the two 
groups, a case of speaker-attitude affecting intelligibility. Whether this seemingly low intelligibility is a 
result of linguistic differences or attitudes resulting from a perception of ethnolinguistic differences, for 
our purposes (according to the definition of language given earlier) the result is the same: the two 
varieties must be classed as separate languages. 

7 Language use and language attitudes 

7.1 Reported language use 

7.1.1 Language use by domain 

During group interviews in five Biage villages, people were asked which language they used in various 
domains. The answers are shown in table 11. An asterisk (*) indicates the dominant language in a 
domain and shaded squares are ones where Biage is dominant. 

Table 11. Language use in Biage villages by domain 

 Kanga Ebea Kovelo Isurava Pelai 

Family at home Biage Biage *Biage, 
Tok Pisin 

Biage Biage 

Arguing at home *Biage, 
Tok Pisin 

*Biage, 
Tok Pisin 

Biage Biage *Biage, 
Tok Pisin 

                                                   
25 For example, the only “name” speakers of the Siar-Lak language all agree on is a phrase meaning “our language” 
(Rowe 2005:1). 
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 Kanga Ebea Kovelo Isurava Pelai 

Praying at home *Biage, 
Tok Pisin, 
English 

*Biage, 
Tok Pisin 

*Biage, 
Tok Pisin, 
English 

*Biage, 
Tok Pisin, 
English 

*Biage, 
Tok Pisin 

Organising/attending 
funeral feast 

*Biage, 
Tok Pisina 

Biage Biage Biage Biage 

Market – Mamba 
Estate  

*Tok Pisin, 
Biageb 

Tok Pisin, 
Motuc 

   

Market – Kododa   Tok Pisin *Tok Pisin,  
Biage,  
Motu 

Tok Pisin 

Joking *Biage, 
Tok Pisin 

*Biage, 
Tok Pisin 

*Biage, 
Tok Pisin 

Biage *Biage, 
Tok Pisin 

Sports *Biage, 
Tok Pisin 

*Tok Pisin, 
Biaged 

*Biage, 
Tok Pisin, 
Motu, 
English 

Biage *Tok Pisin, 
Biage 

Outsiders Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin, 
Motu 

*Tok Pisin, 
Motu 

Tok Pisin 

Village court Biage, 
Tok Pisine 

Tok Pisin *Biage, 
Tok Pisin 

Biagef Biage 

Song composition Biage *Biage, 
Tok Pisin 

Biage Biage, 
Mountain 
Koiali 

*English, 
*Tok Pisin, 
Biage 

Town Tok Pisin Tok Pisin Tok Pisin *Tok Pisin, 
Motu 

Tok Pisin 

a Tok Pisin only when outsiders come 
b Biage is used with other Biage speakers. 
c Young people use Tok Pisin. Old people use Motu. 
d Playing with outsiders 
e Depends on the complainant 
f If there is an outsider there then Tok Pisin, English and Motu are used. 
 

Biage is reported to be the dominant language in many domains. Tok Pisin is also reported to be 
used in many domains, although generally Biage is reported to be used more. 

The use of Biage is particularly strong in the home and for traditional customs with four out of five 
villages reporting that Biage is used exclusively in these domains. The reports of mostly Biage being used 
for joking suggest that the language is strong. 

The domains where Tok Pisin is dominant are those where communication is required with 
outsiders. 
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7.1.2 Children’s language use 

In Ebea, Savaea, Kovelo and Isurava it was reported that children use both Biage and Tok Pisin with 
their brothers and sisters, with more Biage than Tok Pisin. In Kanga it was reported that the children use 
Biage and Tok Pisin with their brothers and sisters; how much Tok Pisin they use depends on whether 
the children are from a mixed marriage or not. Children with an immigrant parent are reported to use 
more Tok Pisin than those with two parents from Biage. In Pelai it was reported that children only use 
Biage with their brothers and sisters. 

In Kanga, Ebea, Savaea, Kovelo, Isurava and Pelai it was reported that children use only Biage with 
their parents and grandparents, the only exception being children from mixed marriages in Kanga who 
are reported to use Tok Pisin as well as Biage with their parents and grandparents. 

Children in Kanga, Isurava and Pelai are said to be able to speak Biage well by the time they start 
school. In Ebea and Kovelo children are reported to occasionally make a few mistakes in how they speak 
Biage when they start school. 

Children in Kanga, Ebea, Kovelo, Isurava and Pelai are all reported to learn Biage before they learn 
any other language. 

7.1.3 Adult’s language use 

Young men and women in Kanga and Pelai are reported to use Biage with their brothers and sisters, 
parents and grandparents. Young people in Ebea and Isurava are reported to use only Biage with their 
parents and grandparents, but use a little Tok Pisin, English and Motu with their brothers and sisters as 
well as Biage. In Kovelo and Savaea young men and women were reported to use mostly Biage but also 
some Tok Pisin with their brothers and sisters, parents and grandparents. 

In Kanga and Pelai, middle-aged and old men and women are reported to only use Biage with other 
people in the village. In Ebea, Kovelo and Isurava, middle-aged and old men and women are generally 
reported to use Biage with other people in the village with some exceptions. Middle-aged men in Ebea 
are said to use a little Tok Pisin and English with children as well as Biage. Middle-aged men in Isurava 
are reported to use a little Motu and Tok Pisin with children. In Kovelo, middle-aged and old people are 
all reported to use a little Tok Pisin with everyone in the village. 

For young, middle-aged and old people in all Biage villages, Biage is always reported to be the 
dominant language when speaking to other people in the village. 

7.1.4 Reported mixing 

All villages in Biage reported that children mix some Tok Pisin with Biage. In Kovelo, Isurava and Pelai 
only a little mixing was reported. In Ebea children are said to mix a little Tok Pisin with Biage when they 
talk to adults and a lot of Tok Pisin when they talk to other children. In Kanga children are reported to 
mix a lot of Tok Pisin and also a little Motu and Fuyug with Biage. As well as mixing Tok Pisin, in Kovelo 
children also mix a little English with Biage and in Pelai children mix a little Kaina Ke, Ese and English 
with Biage. In Kanga, Ebea and Pelai people said children mix their languages due to intermarriage. In 
Kovelo people said that children mix their languages because they learn other languages at school. In 
Isurava people said children mix languages because they like other languages. In Pelai people said 
children hear other languages used elsewhere and then come back to the village and use it. In Kovelo, 
Isurava and Pelai adults said that they mix a little Tok Pisin and Motu with Biage. Adults in Ebea, 
Isurava and Pelai do not like hearing children mixing their languages. Adults in Kanga and Kovelo do not 
mind hearing children mixing their languages. In Pelai adults are also reported to mix a little Kaina with 
Biage. Adults in Ebea said that they do not mix languages. Adults in Kanga said that they mix a little Tok 
Pisin and a lot of Motu with Biage. 
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7.2 Observed language use 

In Ebea, mostly Biage was overheard. A group of children aged five to ten were using Biage while 
playing rugby. In Savaea children aged six to ten were heard using Biage with each other. In Pelai only 
Biage was heard. It took people a long time to find a young girl who could speak Tok Pisin who could go 
with the female surveyors to wash. There were quite a number of children in the village at this point. 

Children were heard using both Tok Pisin and Biage. One boy, aged around ten, used Biage to talk 
to younger children. He was also heard using Tok Pisin to talk about dogs fighting. Women and children 
looking at a photo on a digital camera were using Biage except for two Tok Pisin statements. A group of 
five children and young people, aged between five and fifteen were heard using Tok Pisin. A man, who is 
from Kanga and whose wife is from Kanga, was heard using both Tok Pisin and Biage to his child, about 
seven years old. A conversation between two girls, one pre-teen and one in her mid-teens, was mainly in 
Biage but a couple of Tok Pisin phrases were also heard. A group of children, aged under ten, were heard 
using Biage. 

The survey team was unable to observe very much language use in Isurava and Kovelo due to a lack 
of people in the village at the time of the survey. 

7.3 Perceived language vitality 

When people were asked if their language was strong or not, everyone responded that it was strong. 
Opinions on what the future holds for Biage varied. People in Pelai and Isurava said their language 
would stay strong. People in Ebea and Kanga felt that intermarriage posed a danger for their language. 
People in Kovelo said that it would depend on whether their children had more schooling or not; they 
felt if their children had more schooling then their language would lose its vitality. No one would be 
happy if their language was lost. In Kanga people said if they lost their language they would lose their 
identity. 

When asked what languages children would be speaking in twenty years time, people all listed 
Biage alongside either or both Tok Pisin and English. When asked if children in twenty years time would 
be speaking Biage or not, everywhere but Ebea said yes. 

7.4 Bilingualism 

Biage is the only language in which a large proportion of the population is proficient. Previously Motu 
was widely spoken, but now only the older people can speak it. Tok Pisin is becoming more widely 
known, with young men and women generally being reported as being proficient in it. Many older 
people either understand but do not speak Tok Pisin, or do not understand it. In Pelai old people can 
speak Kaina Ke, but the majority of middle-aged and younger people do not even understand it. 

7.5 Language attitudes 

7.5.1 As reported 

During group interviews, people were asked: 
1 When you hear variety X how do you feel? 
2 If your children forgot your language and only spoke variety X how would you feel? 
3 In what language do you currently read the Bible?26 

                                                   
26 If there is a translation available 
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The answers given to these questions are shown in table 12. + indicates a positive attitude, - 
indicates a negative attitude and +/- indicates either a neutral attitude or that the group was split in its 
opinion. 

Table 12. Language attitudes in Biage 

 Kanga Ebea Kovelo Isurava Pelai 
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Kanga       +/- - + + - + - - + 

Savaea +/- - + 

Isurava + - + + - + +/- +/- +       

Pelai       - - + 

Mountain 
Koiali 

- - - + - - - - - + - - +/- - - 

Tok Pisin + - - - - - + - - + - + + +/-a + 

English +b +/- + - - + - - + + - + + +/-c + 

a Young people would be happy, old people wouldn’t be. 
b People said they like to hear English but do not understand it. 
c Young people would be happy, old people wouldn’t be. 
 

In general people are either positive or neutral towards hearing other varieties of Biage. People 
would not want their children to speak a different variety of Biage though. Attitudes towards using the 
literature in a different variety of Biage are always positive and seen as an improvement on what people 
are currently using. Attitudes should not hinder all varieties of Biage sharing the same literature. 

Attitudes towards English are generally positive and English is currently the language in which most 
people read the Bible. Attitudes towards Tok Pisin are less positive than towards English. Attitudes to 
Mountain Koiali are generally negative, and people are not using the Bible in Mountain Koiali and see 
English as being better. 

When asked where in Biage the people spoke most correctly or most purely there was a variety of 
opinions. People in Kanga and Kovelo both reported that nowhere did people speak correctly or purely, 
Kanga said that people everywhere mix Tok Pisin and Hiri Motu into Biage. People in Isurava reported 
that people in Kovelo speak most correctly or purely and people in Pelai reported that people in Ebea 
and Savaea speak most correctly or purely. The biggest centre of population is seen to be Kovelo, 
although people in Isurava also mentioned Savaea. There does not appear to be a prestige dialect within 
Biage. 

When asked which languages they would like their children to learn, people always wanted their 
children to learn Biage first. English was generally next followed by Tok Pisin followed by Motu. The 
exceptions were people in Kanga who viewed Biage and English as being equally important; people in 
Kovelo viewed Tok Pisin as being more important than English; and people in Pelai listed Kaina Ke as 
their fourth choice rather than Motu. Children learning Biage was always seen as important. 
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7.5.2 As Inferred from Behaviour 

In all villages but Kanga mostly Biage was heard. People reported that they value Biage and want their 
children to learn it. Their behaviour supports this. The greater observed use of Tok Pisin in Kanga 
suggests that people there may not value Biage as much as their comments might suggest. 

7.6 Summary 

Language vitality is generally high in the Biage area. The exception is in Kanga where a lot of Tok Pisin 
is also in use, thus there may be some danger of language shift there. In the other villages the survey 
team visited, the language seems to be vital and likely to remain so. People value their language. 

Language attitudes should not necessarily prevent all Biage speakers sharing the same literature, 
though once one Biage speech variety is written down, speakers of other Biage varieties may desire to 
access information through their own variety since identity seems so intricately tied to language for the 
Biage. Attitudes towards Mountain Koiali are negative and would prevent sharing of literature. 

8 Recommendations 

On the basis of low intelligibility with Mountain Koiali and a separate ethnolinguistic identity, Biage 
should be considered a separate language, despite the relatively high lexical similarity. 

It seems that there are individuals in Ebea and Kanga who have high motivation to take 
responsibility in any language development initiative that might happen in Biage; some have already 
composed Biage songs for church and are trying to translate scripture and liturgy into Biage. Low levels 
of literacy and education may hinder these efforts however. Some local workshops or training might be 
viable and greatly beneficial in helping the Biage and other people with language development. 
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Appendix A: Characteristics of the language 

A.1 Phonology 

Consonants 
 

The consonant phones found in table 13 were recorded during Biage wordlist elicitation sessions. 

Table 13. Biage consonant chart 
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Plosive pʷ b  t ̪  d̪ t tʰ d ʈ   ɖ  k   ɡ   
Fricative ɸ   β f   v  s    ʁ h 
Nasal m   n      
Flap    ɾ ɽ     
Lateral 
flap 

   ɺ      

Approx w   l ɭ j    
 

Voiced and voiceless plosives all occur with high frequency, with the exception of the rounded 
voiceless bilabial plosive [pʷ], which only occurs once in one of the wordlists. The aspirated voiceless 
alveolar plosive [tʰ] also occurs only once in all of the wordlists. Fricatives also occur with high 
frequency, especially the voiced bilabial fricative [β], but not the voiced uvular fricative [ʁ], which only 
occurs a couple times. Nasals frequently occur as well. The alveolar flap [ɾ] and lateral approximant [l] 
occur frequently, the latter occurring more frequently than the former. Other approximants only occur a 
few times, which may be because Retsema transcribed vowels instead of approximants more often. 
Retroflexion occurs only in the Kanga wordlist, which may be evidence of the particular speech of the 
primary respondent for that wordlist. 

Garland and Garland (1971:5–9) give the consonant phones as found in table 14 for Mountain 
Koiali. 

Table 14. Mountain Koiali consonant chart 

 Bilabial Alveolar Velar 
Plosive b t   d k   ɡ 
Fricative ɸ   β ʂ   ʐ x   ɣ 
Nasal m n  
Flap  ɾ  
Lateral  l  

 

Plosives, nasals and lateral approximants occur in all environments. Fricatives are voiceless word 
initially and voiced word medially.27 The voiced alveolar flap [ɾ] appears to be in free variation with the 

                                                   
27 Word medially, as stated here and hereafter, also means “intervocalically”, since the only syllable patterns in 
Mountain Koiali, according to Garland and Garland (1994), are V and CV. The same holds true for Biage. 
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voiced retroflexed alveolar grooved fricative [ʐ] in fast speech. Garland and Garland call the three 
fricative phonemes /v/, /s/ and /h/ for the bilabial, alveolar and velar fricatives, respectively. 

Retsema found that plosives, nasals and the lateral approximant also occur both word initially and 
word medially in Biage. In contrast to Mountain Koiali, though, the bilabial fricative is often voiced 
word initially in Biage. Retsema also did not transcribe any instances of the voiced alveolar fricative [z], 
either retroflexed or not, in any of the Biage wordlists. The voiceless alveolar fricative [s] may also occur 
word medially, in contrast to Mountain Koiali, where the alveolar fricative is voiced word medially. 
Furthermore, in most cases, what corresponds to the Mountain Koiali phoneme /h/ is either a voiceless 
glottal fricative [h], voiced uvular fricative [ʁ] (sometimes found word medially in the Kanga wordlist) 
or nothing in Biage. 
 

Vowels 
 

The vowel phones found in table 15 were recorded during Biage wordlist elicitation sessions. 

Table 15. Biage vowel chart 

 Front Central Back 
Close i  u 
Close-mid    
Mid   e ə o 
Open-mid ɛ     
Open a   

 

It seems likely that all of the vowels except the central mid unrounded vowel [ə] and front open-
mid unrounded vowel [ɛ] are individual phonemes. The latter only occurs once in all of the wordlists. 
The front mid vowel and the front open-mid are most likely allophones belonging to the same phoneme. 
Nasalisation was also transcribed a couple of times in more than one wordlist (see items 13 and 159) but 
much more often in the Kanga wordlist (see items 5, 16, 45, 113, 135 and 138). No minimal pairs were 
recorded to verify that nasalisation is contrastive in Biage. Vowel lengthening was recorded a few times 
as well, which may be a vowel followed by the same vowel (see items 53 and 59). 

Garland and Garland give the vowel phones as found in table 16 for Mountain Koiali (1971:11–13). 

Table 16. Mountain Koiali vowel chart 

 Front Central Back 
Close i  u 
Mid e  o 
Open-mid ɛ     
Open  a  

 

All of the vowels occur word initially and word medially and all are contrastive with the others. The 
open vowel seemed front in Biage as compared to central, stated by Garland and Garland for Mountain 
Koiali (1971). 
 

Stress 
 

Stress typically falls on the penultimate syllable in Biage. In Mountain Koiali, Garland and Garland state 
that stress is non-contrastive and always falls on the penultimate syllable with the exception of five 
syllable words, where the stress falls on both the second and fourth syllables (1971:15–16). He also says, 
“The stressed syllable is usually slightly lengthened and the final syllable is slightly shortened. 
Otherwise, each syllable, ie. each vowel, tends to exercise its full value” (1971:15). Retsema did not find 
anything in his analysis of the Biage wordlists that would contradict Garland’s rules if they are applied to 
Biage as well. 
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Current Trial Orthography 
 

In Pelai it was reported that the following alphabet is being used for their language: |a b d e f g h i k l m 
n o s t u v|. In Savaea, they did not include |s|. It is possible that the |s| was just forgotten in Savaea. The 
Biage alphabet differs from the Mountain Koiali alphabet (Garland 1994) in that Mountain Koiali does 
not use |f|. 

A.2 Grammar 

From the twenty sentences elicited in the wordlists, it appears that the word order of Biage is SOV. The 
following sentence comes from the Kanga wordlist: 
 

1) ata-u aleve ilu 
 person-SUBJ(?) yam eat.PRES 
 ‘The man eats the yam.’ 

 

Numbers follow head nouns, as shown in the following example from Kovelo: 
 

2) ata  iɡali laβilu 
 Man  one stand.PRES 
 ‘One man stands.’ 

 

Other adjectives also follow head nouns, as shown in this example from Kovelo: 
 

3) ata-u  kitae to eseβe kaβalu 
 man.SUBJ(?) big dog small hit.PRES 
 ‘The big man hits the little dog.’ 
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Appendix B: Wordlists 

  Kanga - Biage Ebea - Biage Kovelo - Biage Isurava - Biage Pelai - Biage Efogi - Mt. Koiali 

1 head kinɛ kine kinɛ kine kine kʰina 

2 hair kinɛhomo kinehomo kinehomo kineuhomo kinehomo NO ENTRY 

      kinenimu  

3 mouth ai ai aiβa ai ai ai 

4 nose uni uni oni uni uni uɺi 

5 eye nĩ ni ni ni ni ni 

6 neck ɛno eno eno eno ɛno ɡobe 

7 belly (exterior) ɡoɡo ɡoɡo ɡoɡo ɡoɡo ɡoɡo ɡoɡo 

       uniβe 

8 skin vate βate βate fate βate βate 

9 knee kome kome kome kome kome kome 

      komɛni  

10 ear ɡoɽema ɡolema ɡolema ɡolema ɡolema ɡolema 

11 tongue nɛme nɛme nɛme neme neme neme 

12 tooth DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

13 breast (her) amũ amũ ãmũ amu amũ amu 

14 hand aɖa ada ãdã ada ada aɖa 

15 foot (sole) ɡɛnaβoto ɡeinaβoto ɡenaβoto ɡeinaufoto ɡeinaβoto̪ ɡenaβoto 

16 back inũ inu inu inu inu inu 

17 shoulder betaka betaka betaka betaka betaka beɡo 
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18 forehead vaɺi fali βali fali fali vali 

19 chin DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

20 elbow adaukamuia adaukomuja adakomuja adakomuja adakomuja adaekomia 

21 thumb ausaba ausaba ausaba ausabada ausabada oɡaβada 

22 leg ɡɛna ɡeina ɡenã ɡeina ɡeina ɡena 

       βelo 

23 heart (pumps blood) lutibai lutibai lutebae lutʰibai luti̪bai lutibae 

24 liver manŭred/black̃ manŭblack ̃ manu manŭ manŭ NO ENTRY 

25 bone itaβa ita̪βa itaβa itaβa itaβa itaβa 

26 blood taʁo ta̪o taho tao ta̪o taɣo 

27 baby DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

28 girl maʁoʁo mahoho mahoho mahoho mahoho maɣoɣo 

    fa va fa  

29 boy moʁoʁo mohoho mohoho mohoho fo moɣoɣo 

    fo vo memelo  

30 old woman keateaβaβe keateaβaβe keateaβaβe keateaβaβe keate̪aβaβe mabata 

   keatekoliβe mabata mabata mabata̪  

     keatekosiβe   

31 old man kosiaβaβe kosiaβaβe kosiβeaβaβe malahakosiβe kosiaβaβe koli 

   kosikoliβe makui makuja maku  

     makuve   

     malahaaβaβe   
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32 woman keate keate keate keate keate kʰeate 

     keatea   

33 man malaʁa malaha malaha malaha malaha malaɣa 

34 father mama mama mama mama mama mamai 

35 mother aia aia ai aia aia amia 

       neina 

36 
brother (younger of 
man) ko ko ko ko ko ɣoɣo 

37 
sister (younger of 
man) amakini amakini amakini amakini amakini NO ENTRY 

38 name iβi ivi iβi ivi iβi iβi 

39 bird uɡu uɡu uɡu uɡu uɡu uɡu 

40 dog to̪ to to to to̪ to 

41 pig oβo ovo oβo oβo oβo oβo 

     tolele to̪lele  

42 cassowary dubə duba duba duba duba duba 

43 wallaby koɾona kolona koɾona koɾona bɛkisa NO ENTRY 

    bɛkisa bɛkisa fanomo  

     fanomo   

44 flying fox okuja okuja okuja okuja okuja okolo 

45 rat (mouse) mũnã muna muna muna muna beu 

     budaɾi budaɾi  

46 frog maoka maoka maoka maoka maoka maoka 
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47 snake ute̪ ute ute ute̪ ute̪ ute 

48 fish emiko emiko ɛmiko emiko emiko eβiko 

  wena wena iɡono   wena 

  iɡono iɡono     

49 person ata̪ ata ata ata ata ata 

50 he sits uɡulumãlu uɡulumalu uɡulumalu uɡulumalu uɡuɾumaɾu uɡulamonu 

      uɡuɾumauβa  

51 he stands laβilu laβilu laβilu lavilu laβilu laminu 

      laβi  

52 he lies down inuɭeɭioaɭu inulelioalu inulelioalu inulelioalu inulelia inuelioɣanu 

53 he sleeps naːlu naˑlu naˑlu nalu nalu laɣanu 

      naiuβa  

54 he walks tiɭu tiˑlu tilu tilu ti̪ɾu lotinu 

55 he bites to̪uaʈawaɭu touwalu touatawalu to̪uata̪ualu to̪uata̪waɾu touwaɣanu 

56 he eats iɭu ilu ilu ilu iɾu inu 

57 he gives it to me vaid̪amuɭu vaidamulu damulu faidamulu vaidamuɾu maidaonu 

       maidao 

58 he sees ivaɭu ivalu iβalu ivalu ivalu eleɣanu 

59 he comes ɭoːɭu loˑlu lolu lolu lolu loɣonu 

60 he says NO ENTRY loulu loulu loulu loulu lounu 

   nonalu  nonalu nonalu hotoanu 

      nona  
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61 he hears eviɭu evilu eβilue evilu evilu eβinu 

62 he knows DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

63 he drinks DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

64 he hits kaβaɭu kaβalu kaβalu kavalu kaβalu hamanu 

65 he kills DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

66 he dies weɭeaɭu welealu pʷelealu foeleaɡevesulu foeleaɡevesulu NO ENTRY 

67 it burns DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

68 it flies bubuaitiɭu bubuaitʰilu bubualu bubualu bubualu bibuanu 

  bubuaɭu bubualu  bubuaitilu   

69 
he swims (he 
washes) emoaɭu emoalu ɛmoalu ɛmoalu ɛmoalu emoanu 

70 he runs viɭiviɭiaɭu vilivilialu ɸiliɸilialu filifilialu vilivilialu NO ENTRY 

      melialu  

71 he falls down dobaɭu dobalu dobalu dobalu dobalu dobanu 

72 he catches vaʈaɭaɭu vatalalu ɸatalalu fatalalu vata̪lalu eβudenu 

     lemuɡalu   

73 he coughs enoaɭu enoalu enoalu enoalu enoalu enoanu 

      hobealu  

74 he laughs koeɭeaɭu koelealu koelealu koelealu koelealu heanu 

     hetoto heto̪to̪alu  

75 he dances kaβuaɭu kaβualu kaβualu kaβualu kaβualu haβuanu 

76 big kɛta̪e kitae kitaɛ ketaɛ kitaɛ baluɣa 
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77 small eseβe eseβe ɛseβe ɛseve ɛseβe ɛseβe 

       eɾeβe 

78 good duaɭu dua dualu dualu dualu dua 

     duave duaβe duaβe 

79 bad to̪elaɭu toela toelalu toelaβe toelaβe toelanu 

       toela 

80 long ɛɡete eɡete eɡete eɡete eɡete eɡete 

81 short βuɡuβe fuɡuve ɸuɡuβe fuɡuβe fuɡuβe βuɡeβe 

82 heavy isuβe isuβe isualu isualu isualu isuanu 

       izu 

83 light βokoβokoβe fokovokove ɸokoβokoalu fokofokoalu vokovokoalu βokoβokoanu 

       βokoβoko 

84 cold seɭiβe seɭiβe seliβe seliβe selialu selianu 

   libive libialu libialu libialu seli 

   libite  libiβe dabalu  

85 warm, hot NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY fufune ɸuɸunealu βuβuneanu 

       βuβune 

86 new doɡaβe doɡave doɡaβe doɡaβe doɡaβe doɡaβe 

87 old mamiβe mamiβe mamiβe mamiβe mamiβe mamiβe 

88 round boɾoβe boloβe mukukuβe boloβe βoβoloβalu kobaite 

   βoβolovaiulu  mukukuβe mukukuβe  
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89 wet esoβe esoβe esoβe esoalu esoalu eʐoβe 

   eːve eːβe eso ealu eʐoanu 

   eːte ealu    

90 dry omeɭeβe omeleve omelealu omelealu omelealu omeanu 

     ome   

91 full iɭiloulu ililoulu ilioβulu ilihoβolu ilioβolu tobaloɣo 

92 road kuβa kuva kuβa kuβa kuβa humaɣa 

93 stone βule vule ɸule fule fule mune 

94 earth vata̪ βata βata fata vata̪ βata 

95 sand ɡone ɡone ɡone ɡone ɡone eɾaɡa 

96 mountain taɭa tala tala tala ta̪ɺa tana 

97 fire vene fene ɸene fene fene βene 

98 smoke veneudio feneudio ɸeneudio fenedio feneudio βenedio 

  venudiove feneudioβe    βenedioβe 

99 ashes uti uti uti uti uti̪ uti 

100 sun vaɭi fali ɸali fali faɺi βani 

101 moon bata bata bata bata bata̪ bata 

102 star didi didi didi didi didi didi 

103 cloud oe oe oe ɡoe ɡoe ɡoe 

104 rain βaɭi fali ɸali feni veni vɛni 

105 wind ɭuɭiɭuɭi luliluli luliluli dabadaba dabadaba heluka 

      vivivivi  
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106 water e e e e e e 

107 vine kote kote kote kote kote̪ hote 

108 tree iɖi idi idi idi idi idi 

109 stick DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

110 bark DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

111 seed iβe iβe iβe iβe iβe iβe 

112 root idiaɾumu alumuve alumuβe alumu idialumu idimuka 

   umunive umuniβe amuniβe idiumuni  

      idimuka  

113 leaf idiunũmũ numuβe numuβe numu nimuβe numuβe 

  idiβana vana ɸanaβe vana idivana βanaβe 

     fanave   

114 meat vaɭi βali ɸali fali faɾi meʐia 

    mesia mesia mesia  

     mesuia   

115 fat bata bata̪ bata bata bata̪βe βata 

  bataβe bata̪βe bataβe batave  bataβe 

116 egg uni uni uniβe uni uɡuːni uni 

   uniβe    uniβe 

117 louse uβu uvu uβu umu umu umu 

118 feather DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

119 horn kaudaβe kaudaβe kaudaβe kaudaβe oβokauda kauda 
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120 wing akoma akoma akoma akoma uɡuakoma NO ENTRY 

    akomaβe    

121 claw aɖaubioko adaubioko adabioko adaubioko adaubioko okoβe 

122 tail dɛtɛ̪βe dɛte dɛteβe dɛte dɛtɛ̪βe deteβe 

    dɛte  dɛte̪  

123 one iɡaɭi iɡali iɡali iɡali iɡali iɡae 

124 two abuti abuti abuti abuti abuti̪ abui 

125 three DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

126 four DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

127 five DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

128 ten DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

129 taro βadia fadia ɸadia fadia fadia βadia 

130 sugarcane ivi ivi iβi imi imi imi 

131 yam aleβe aleve haba haba haba lovi 

132 banana uβe uve uβe uve uβe uve 

133 sweet potato ɡobeu ɡobeu ɡobeu ɡobeu ɡobeu ɡebeu 

134 bean bisoɡo bisoɡo bisoɡo bisoɡo bisoɡo NO ENTRY 

      manuta̪  

135 axe kumã kuma kuma kuma kuma soe 

136 knife koti koti koti kotio NO ENTRY siɡa 

   sidena sidena    

137 arrow bi bi bi bi bi bi 
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138 net bag  nã na na na na laɣa 

139 house o o o o o o 

140 tobacco DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

141 morning βaβita βaβita ɸaβita favita faβita̪ βaβita 

142 afternoon ɡutu ɡutu ɡutu ɡutu ɡutu̪ ɡutu 

143 night βaβi βaβi ɸaβi favi faβi βaβi 

144 yesterday liβu liβu liβu livu liβu niβu 

145 tomorrow DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

146 white to̪bate tobate tobate tobate to̪bate̪ taete 

     toba   

147 black bukate bukate bukate bukate bukate̪ bukate 

148 yellow to̪eate toeate toea molote molote̪ beβate 

   moloːte molote    

149 red taote taote taote taote ta̪ote̪ taɣote 

150 green DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

151 many isute isute isute isute isute̪ moaɡa 

     moeaɡa moeaɡa  

152 all keunɛni keuhenia kenɛni kenɛni kenɛni baɣata 

  baʁata bahata bahata bahata bahata̪  

153 this kou kou koe koe koɛ koe 

   ko  ko   
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154 that koke koke oke kuke ko kue 

  koke koke  kuke ke  

   ke     

155 what? wadeu wadeu ɸadeu fadeu fadeu onole 

156 who? ole ole ole ole ole ole 

   olela olela olelakʰe   

157 when? DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

158 where? beo beo beo beo beo oleβe 

  oleβe oleβeo oleβeo oloveo oleβeo  

159 yes mã mã mã mã mã ito 

160 no ɖoaɖoalu doadoalu doadoalu doadoalu doadoalu me 

     ueːsulu usolilu ba 

      walebele  

161 
not (he is not 
standing) laβisolilu laβisolilu laβisolilu laβisolilu laβisolilu lamiɣolilu 

   masivalavisi     

162 I da da da da da da 

163 you (singular) a a au a a a 

   au  au au  

164 he eu eu eu eu eu woke 

  e   e   

165 we two (exclusive) DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
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166 you two DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

167 they two DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

168 we (pl exclusive) loea loea loea loea loea noea 

169 you (plural) laea laea laea laea laea laea 

170 they (plural) ea ea ea ea ea abu 

  abo aboea     
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Appendix C: RTT stories and scoring system 

Table 17 and table 18 describe the segments and core elements chosen for the RTTs as described in 
section 2.2.4. The “variant answers” column describes any answers that are nonstandard or did not, in 
some way, conform to what the researcher expected to hear. The “scores” column indicates the score 
given to these answers by the researchers. 

Table 17. Mountain Koiali text 

Segment Translation Core elements Variant answers Score 

1 

I got my towel and soap and I 
went to wash at the river. 
When I’d washed, I came 
back. 

Got towel & soap Got soap, no, not soap, 
sobota 0.5 

Went to the river/ 
washed   

2 

I went to my in-law’s house & 
I ate, after dinner I went to 
the teacher’s house & stayed 
with him a while and came 
back. 

Went to my in-law’s 
house   

Ate   
Went to the teacher’s 
house walked to a village 0.5 

3 I came back in the dark and 
the radio house was open. 

went/came in the 
night Didn’t mention night 0.5 

The radio was on/ 
making a noise 

He used the radio (radio 
is loan word) 0 

He/it was ready (on 
probing thought his in-
law was ready) 

0.5 

He…heard the radio 1 

4 
It was open so I thought “I 
wonder who’s inside” and I 
looked in and went back. 

thought/said “who’s 
there”   

5 

I’d forgotten to pick up the 
drinking water so I went 
down and fetched it and came 
back. 

Forgot/left the water   

Fetched the water   

6 
I came back and the door was 
still open and the window was 
still open. 

house/door was open   

7 

I went in, I didn’t know if 
anyone was inside, when I 
went in I didn’t see the boy go 
and hide in the corner. 

Went inside   

he/man/boy 
hid/stood/ went in the 
corner 

The man stood there/He 
thought he would see 
the man in the corner 
but he was out 

0.5 

8 

I came and wanted to turn off 
the radio, I held the 
microphone and was about to 
talk. 

Listened OR held 
it/put it to his 
mouth/ear 

  

9 The boy in the corner went 
like this <sharp in-breath>. 

Him in the corner did/ 
went/said “<sharp in 
breath>“/breathed in 

He was in the corner of 
the house 0.5 
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Segment Translation Core elements Variant answers Score 

10 I started to run away but I 
bumped into the door. bumped the door He bumped into me 0.5 

11 

The boy inside was laughing 
and I thought it must be an 
evil spirit or some sort of 
witchcraft deceiving me. 

he/the boy in the 
corner/inside laughed   

I thought it must be an 
evil spirit/witchcraft/ 
sorcery 

  

12 

I got out and I was angry and 
so I stood outside the house 
and he was laughing inside, 
laughing and laughing and 
laughing. 

angry/cross   

13 The people near the house 
heard him laugh 

the people heard the 
laughter 

The people… heard 
(something other than 
laughter) 

0.5 

14 

When I called out I said 
‘witchcraft, witchcraft’ and 
everyone in the house thought 
it must be witchcraft. They 
came out to see, but they 
didn’t see the boy who was 
laughing. 

I called out/said 
‘witchcraft’ 

The witches hit him 0.5 

They called him to come 
up 0.5 

15 

I said “it’s just this boy 
tricking me” and when they 
came down the boy was still 
laughing and I thought 
“forget it, let him laugh”. 

2 
of

 (
1 

po
in

t e
ac

h,
 

m
ax

 2
 p

oi
nt

s)
 

said ‘he’s 
tricking me’ 

Actor confusion: They 
thought I was joking/I 
said ‘I’m joking’ 

0.5 

the boy 
laughed   

said ‘let him 
laugh’   

16 When he’d finished laughing, 
I went to my house. 

When he’d finished/ 
stopped/laughed 
enough 

  

went/came to the 
house 

I went/came (do not 
know where) 0.5 

17 
I changed my clothes and ate 
at the house and went and 
shut the radio house. 

Changed clothes   
Ate   

Shut/turned off the 
radio 

He saw the radio/Sent a 
message on the radio 
(radio is loan word) 

0 
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Table18. Biage text 

Segment Translation Core elements Variant answers Score 

1 
We were here, when the 
guys decided we would take 
a ministry trip to the lake. 

Went to the lake/dip   

2 
We were 11 guys, and we 
started our own ministry 
group. 

-   

3 
A guitar, a dog, a shotgun, 
our in-law, we went to the 
head of the Aina [river]. 

(took) Dog & gun   

in-law   

4 
We slept at the head of the 
Aina, cooked food, prayed, 
and off we went. 

Slept   

5 
We got up, went to the top of 
the mountain and cleaned 
the lookout. 

Got up/went up the 
hill/to the top of the 
mountain 

  

Cleaned/Cut 
(somewhere)   

6 

We had lunch there, when 
we finished eating we went 
to Avostolowo [camp], when 
we got there we cleaned the 
white man’s camping 
ground. 

Went   

Cleaned/cut camp/where 
the white men go   

7 
Cleaned it, cut the trees back 
and we decided to go up 
Manolo [mountain]. 

Cut trees   

Went   

8 
The dog chased two cuscus, 
another boy and I went to 
see and we shot it. 

Dog caught/fetched/ 
chased animal/cuscus/ 
wallaby/tree kangaroo 

  

Killed/shot (animal 
referred to before)   

9 
I and the other boy went to 
see and we killed a mother 
cuscus with her baby. 

Went and saw (animal 
referred to before) Went with the boy 0.5 

Killed/will kill   

10 

We cut the Manolo food and 
gave it out but we didn’t 
have water to cook the meat. 
We cooked it on the fire but 
that wasn’t enough so we 
stayed and waited for the 
rain to fall. 

Didn’t have water   

Cooked it on the fire Surveyor probed heavily 
for cooking 0.5 

11 

In the morning we set off, we 
had eaten, slept, and in the 
morning we went up to the 
lookout. 

cooked/ate   

Set off/walked/went up 
the hill/to the lookout. 

Didn’t mention up the 
hill/to the lookout 0.5 
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Segment Translation Core elements Variant answers Score 

12 

One of the guys became ill 
and we prayed for him. We 
played guitar, and prayed for 
him. 

One guy/boy was ill   

We/they prayed for him   

13 
He was alright so we set off 
again and came to a lookout 
and had lunch there. 

He was alright   

Lunch/midday meal   
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